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Zusammenfassung:
More and more in a global economy, businesses require access to high speed voice, data and video communica-
tions. A region that achieves broadband technology assures itself a place on the high side of the digital divide that
separates areas of economic vitality from those left behind. Thus, there is a strong demand for the communicati-
on industry on delivering broadband access for all. Wireless mesh networks are ranked as promising technique
for broadband coverage and capacity extension. The data between nodes constructing a wireless mesh net-
work is transmitted on wireless links by means of wireless transmission technologies. These wireless links suffer
from time-variant influences caused by the timely changing environment and, as a result, the capacity (maximum
amount of data that can be transmitted) of a wireless link is not fixed. Instead, this capacity has to be adjusted by
resource allocation. As a consequence, efficiently transmitting data in wireless mesh networks requires integrated
routing and resource optimization.
A mathematical analysis of the underlying model leads to a method that solves the corresponding joint routing and
power control optimization problem by decomposing the problem into sub-problems while still meeting main re-
quirements such as distributed implementation, multiple path routing, and per-hop error performance. Scheduling
is managed separately by including the corresponding requirements in the constraints of the problem. We show
that the resulting Routing and Power Control Decomposition (RPCD) algorithm produces a sequence of points
converging to a KKT-point of the optimization problem. This convergence holds even if the links suffer multiple
access interference, as it is the case for TDMA/CDMA networks. Numerical results show the applicability of the
algorithm in practice.
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